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Summer Isles

ALBUM AND CATALOGUE
Following on the appearance of Summer Isles Stamps in the British Local Posts CD
Catalogue and the production of a fully illustrated CD Stamp Album for these islands,
it was only natural that we should come together and produce a combined Album and
Catalogue.
Ralph, who is responsible for the catalogue and marketing side, and Larry who has
produced the album, have only ever met each other via email, but even through this
media, have found that their aims are virtually identical. The idea is to present a
format giving collectors of specific Local Posts, in this instance – Summer Isles, all the
material needed on one CD.
As Summer Isles is an on-going Local Post, it will be necessary to produce updates
whenever needed and we will make every effort to supply these to previous purchasers,
as soon and as cheap as possible.
It is almost inevitable that some small errors have crept into this work, and we hope
that purchasers will forgive us for this and make sure that they inform us of
alterations / corrections / additions or whatever, so that the next edition will be even
better.
The album consists of 71 pages (You only need to print up to page 40, further pages
are blanks for your personal use –FDC's etc.). To print, open in XL and ensure that you
have sufficient paper in your printer tray, then print. This will produce single sided
pages (recommended for stamp albums). Your printer may give you other options such
as double sided printing .These instructions will vary for each printer. Use good quality
white paper, 90gms or more to give excellent results. REMEMBER view the album in
Print Preview before you commence printing.
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Email: summerislesalbum@pabay.org
Prices and Payment Terms
CD of Summer Islands Catalogue and Stamp Album £12.00
plus £2.00 P&P (UK and Europe £4.00 (other areas)
Printed and Bound Stamp Album £8.00 plus £2.50 P&P (UK
and Europe £4.50 (other areas)
Payment: Cheque payable to Island of Pabay.
Paypal use ID jeff@pabay.orgPaypal using a Credit Card use bpp@pabay.org

